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Culture and heritage at the 
heart of a newly invigorated 
town centre. 

A cultural sector that 
is bold, productive and 
vibrant and which supports 
transformative culture-led 
economic growth. 

Crewe will be a place where 
innovation and creativity 
combine to define a 
confident new future.

VISION

Photo: DMPC, Brian Slater Photography
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Crewe is in a time of change and a time of opportunity, with redevelopment of the 
Town Centre taking place and proposals for HS2 and a new hub station by 2027. Local 
organisations and residents are invigorated and passionate about the role of culture in the 
town, both now and for its future. The town has some good examples of established cultural 
assets such as the stunning Edwardian Lyceum Theatre, the new Library and Lifestyle 
Centre, a reinvigorated Heritage Centre and plans for an ambitious History Centre. Crewe 
also has the signs of an emerging, new, cultural sector such as Platform Theatre Company, 
and new events such as Chalk it Up, LUMEN and trAction. 

At a time of potential and change, there is an opportunity for culture to be a positive driver. 
The strategy will facilitate collaboration, help to develop place-based cultural and creative 
initiatives that engage local people and businesses, and support regeneration. This will 
ensure that Crewe continues to be a place where people want to live, work, visit and do 
business, to the benefit of the town and its communities.

The strategy will focus physical activity in the town centre, keeping in mind that as plans 
for HS2 develop, there will be further opportunities to embed cultural activity in the area 
around the Station as well as how the two areas are linked. Although the physical activity 
will be focused here, the impact of the strategy should be felt across the Crewe area into its 
communities. 

This document is the result of a set of workshops held with a number of interested parties 
and key stakeholders (listed at Appendix 1), which took place between February and 
September 2018. It also takes account of audience research conducted by The Audience 
Agency in 2017 which looked at the impact of a number of cultural events and made 
recommendations for the future.

The strategy sets the level and ambition for Crewe’s cultural offer for the next 10 years 
and will be reviewed on a regular basis by a core cultural strategy group to make sure the 
priorities remain relevant. The Cultural Strategy group will be instrumental in ensuring a 
joined-up approach, to reduce duplication and more efficient use of limited resources.

What do we mean by Culture? Culture is defined as: arts, heritage, museums, festivals and 
events, creative and digital media.

CONTEXT

Photo: LUMEN 2018, Peter Robinson
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/ 4ward Futures
/ Axis Arts Centre
/ BeerDock
/ Cheshire Archives and Local Studies
/ Cheshire College South and West
/ Cheshire East Council
/ Crewe and District Local History 

Association
/ Creative Crewe
/ Crewe Heritage Centre
/ Crewe Heritage Working Group
/ Crewe Historical Society
/ Crewe Library
/ Crewe Lyceum
/ Crewe Market Centre
/ Crewe MP’s Office
/ Crewe Neighbourhood Partnership
/ Crewe Pledge
/ Crewe Town Centre Working Group

/ Crewe Town Council
/ CVS Cheshire
/ Diocese of Chester
/ Dope Male Performance Company
/ Family History Society of Cheshire Crewe 

Group
/ Forest Tribe Dance Theatre
/ Healthbox CIC
/ Heritage Rescue
/ Love Music Trust
/ Mako
/ The Audience Agency
/ Platform Theatre
/ South Cheshire Chamber of Commerce
/ St Andrews PCC
/ Squeaky Pedal CIC
/ YMCA Crewe
/ Several individual artists, makers and 

interested residents

The Cultural Strategy is a product of several workshops and research sessions between 
January 2018 and June 2019 attended by over 100 individuals living and working in Crewe. 
This document is presented with thanks to the following organisations and individuals:

Photo: trAction Crewe 2018, CJ Griffiths

This strategy has also been developed in consultation with Arts Council England, National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, Historic England, Architectural Heritage Fund and HS2. 

The Strategy and Action Plan are live documents and are necessarily subject to change, in 
order to respond to changing circumstances and developments. Other organisations and 
parties may be involved in the Crewe Cultural Forum as new projects and opportunities 
emerge and are developed. 
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1 Young people will have a strong sense 
of cultural identity, have opportunities to 
develop skills and pathways into work and 
showcase talent

2 Crewe will have a new cultural confidence 
and distinctiveness

3 Crewe’s unique history and heritage will 
be celebrated, promoted and protected for 
the future

4 Crewe will have a strong and sustainable 
creative and digital sector

5 The transformational role of culture in 
promoting positive health and wellbeing 
will be well recognised

6 Crewe will be a culturally vibrant place, 
where culture and creativity are at the 
heart of its economic success and appeal 

THE OUTCOMES

Photo: Alisa Boanta
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Young people will have a strong sense of cultural identity, have 
opportunities to develop skills and pathways into work and 
showcase talent
Children and young people in Crewe currently face a number of challenges which prevent 
them from fully accessing cultural opportunities and career pathways in cultural and creative 
industries. A cultural strategy cannot solve all these issues; however culture can support 
positive steps to reduce the challenges facing young people and help them to achieve their 
aspirations.

We know that there are organisations working to provide opportunities, such as the 
development of the learning and engagement programme at the Lyceum Theatre, but we 
also know that there is a need for greater collaboration to connect with groups such as 
Crewe Pledge, Crewe UTC and South Cheshire College.

We will seek to:

/ Enable young people to define what culture means to them and develop a strong cultural 
identity

/ Provide high quality cultural experiences and opportunities to develop and showcase 
young talent

/ Provide increased opportunities for young people to develop creative thinking skills and 
experience working in the cultural and creative industries, raising awareness of local 
creative businesses

/ Work collaboratively to reduce barriers to cultural participation

/ Ensure that the cultural needs of young people inform the physical regeneration of the 
town

THE OUTCOMES

1
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Crewe will have a new cultural confidence and distinctiveness
Like many town centres, Crewe has suffered from reduced footfall and low occupancy on the 
highstreets, whilst out of town shopping developments have led to a lack of distinctiveness. 
This has resulted in a poor perception both locally and further afield, and a reducing sense of 
pride in the area. The plans for regeneration of the town centre, along with the arrival of HS2 
and a new hub station, present an important opportunity to put culture at the heart of a newly 
invigorated, vibrant and prosperous town, confident of its identity and place in the world, and 
which has a thriving night time economy. The closure of Axis Arts Centre will leave a gap in 
the provision of challenging and contemporary artistic programming. This gap must be met 
through alternative programming. 

This strategy will:

/ Promote culture as a catalyst for Crewe’s regeneration 

/ Ensure that heritage and culture seen are an important part of Crewe’s identity –  
to both locals and visitors

/ Support the new Studio Theatre at the Lyceum Theatre to offer contemporary and 
challenging programming, as well as increased opportunities for local creatives to  
develop and showcase their work

/ Develop and promote a year round, high quality programme of vibrant, innovative  
events which are relevant to Crewe, driving town centre footfall

/ Champion and celebrate local creative and cultural businesses

/ Promote environmental sustainability within culture and heritage organisations  
and programmes

2
THE OUTCOMES
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Crewe’s distinctive heritage will be celebrated, promoted and 
protected for the future
Crewe has a varied and fascinating heritage, built on innovation, industry, enterprise and 
entrepreneurialism. This is epitomised by the original town motto ‘Never Behind’. It was the 
‘new town of the Victorian Age’ and has experienced continuous population growth thanks 
to opportunities in industries including textiles, rail, manufacturing, agriculture, and in more 
recent years, software and engineering. Unlike many other post-industrial towns, Crewe has 
high levels of integration between both established and recent migrant communities. This 
bold, welcoming spirit and cutting edge thinking is a huge source of pride to Crewe’s people, 
and is what makes Crewe distinctive. Currently there is limited opportunity to explore and 
celebrate Crewe’s past and future. Crewe Heritage Centre has enormous potential to develop 
as a vibrant visitor attraction and plans for a new History Centre will bring relevant stories to 
life in fresh ways. Therefore the cultural strategy will:

/ Champion the stories of Crewe’s people, past and present

/ Adopt and embed a spirit of daring and innovation in all cultural programming, being 
willing to take risks and try new things

/ Celebrate Crewe’s heritage through key regeneration projects such as the Market Hall and 
History Centre, and in the public realm through public art and quality design

/ Prioritise development of the new History Centre and redevelopment of Crewe Heritage 
Centre as key visitor attractions 

/ Work with partners to identify heritage in Crewe which is at risk and develop plans to 
protect it for the future 

/ Develop further opportunities to make Crewe’s heritage relevant to all, including young 
people and new communities

3
THE OUTCOMES
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Crewe will have a strong and sustainable creative and digital 
sector
There is a burgeoning digital and creative sector in Crewe, with a cluster of high growth 
SMEs and a specialism in software development. A local Digital Strategy and programmes 
such as SHIFT* have invested in and raised the profile of this sector, as well as encouraging 
young people to consider it as a career. Despite the success of individual businesses, Crewe 
has not yet benefitted from traditional clustering effects such as knowledge exchange or a 
voluntary cultural sector. This has been emerging recently, with the creation of organisations 
such as Platform Theatre and DMPC; support for this needs to continue. Investment in digital 
infrastructure will be critical to revitalising high streets: this can be supported by cultural & 
creative activity which uses cutting edge technology.

The strategy will:

/ Further support creative and digital industries, including encouragement of physical 
location of organisations and companies in Crewe and improving the digital infrastructure

/ Improve promotion of Crewe’s digital and creative sector, linked to place branding

/ Encourage sector networking, peer to peer collaboration and support; including 
networking with other Creative Clusters and universities

/ Build pathways into the creative and cultural industries for local people

/ Foster young organisations and emerging artists, for example by commissioning local 
people and developing an Artists in Residence programme at the Lyceum Theatre

/ Further support creative and digital industries, including encouragement of physical 
location of organisations and companies in Crewe to grow the Creative Cluster†

/ Encourage the innovative use of technology within artistic and creative commissioning

4
THE OUTCOMES

* SHIFT is a programme of digital activities led by 
Cheshire East Council: www.shift-digital.co.uk

† Creative Clusters’ is a term used to describe areas 
where multiple creative and digital businesses are 
located. Crewe is identified as a Creative Cluster in 
the NESTA 2016 report ‘The Geography of Creativity’.
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The transformational role of culture in promoting positive health 
and wellbeing will be well recognised
There is significant evidence of socio-economic challenges in Crewe in comparison to other 
areas of Cheshire East. This leads to poor health and wellbeing factors, such as poor mental 
health, alcohol and substance misuse, low aspiration, isolation and loneliness, antisocial 
behaviour and homelessness. Again, whilst a cultural strategy alone cannot solve these 
problems in Crewe, culture can be used as a tool to impact positively on these factors by 
working with other agencies. Volunteering not only has cultural benefits such as improved 
learning, and is known to have a positive impact on health and wellbeing. In order to 
maximise the role of culture in positive health and wellbeing this strategy will:

/ Embed socially-engaged practice and resident participation into cultural programming, 
especially into the events programme

/ Work to provide opportunities to participate in cultural activity for those who experience 
barriers to participation

/ Champion volunteering in cultural activity, to develop a network of support for cultural 
programmes and to provide learning opportunities and enhanced cultural experiences for 
volunteers

/ Provide activities where people can interact safely and socially with each other and their 
surroundings within the public realm

/ Work in partnership with appropriate agencies to ensure programming is relevant to local 
social and community needs

5
THE OUTCOMES
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THE OUTCOMES

Crewe will be a culturally vibrant place, where culture and  
creativity are at the heart of its economic success and appeal 
The strategy recognises the important opportunity 
presented by the Town Centre Regeneration plans and 
the forthcoming HS2 development. Crewe has a unique 
opportunity to reposition itself as a key economic and 
cultural hub, within Cheshire but also regionally and 
nationally. Culture has an integral role to play. It can 
act as a catalyst for further regeneration, growing and 
diversifying the local economy, and celebrate Crewe as 
a cultural destination, attracting visitors, investors and 
improving lives of residents. The strategy will support 
regeneration initiatives, re-invigorating the Town by 
developing key cultural facilities which improve the 
appeal of the town centre, strengthen the tourist offer 
and boost local pride and confidence. 

Cultural anchors such as the Lifestyle Centre and 
Lyceum Theatre, and new proposals such as the 
History Centre, Christ Church and Market Hall will 
play a key role in hosting events, attracting additional 
footfall, underpinning regeneration and boosting 
the evening economy. Creating a greater sense of 
‘destination’ and ‘experience’ gives town centres 
a competitive edge. This strategy will provide a 
mechanism for ensuring that cultural and community 
factors can be considered alongside the more 
traditional factors, such as retail offer. 

The strategy will:

/ Prioritise and champion projects which increase 
visitors, bringing Crewe’s stories to people in 
innovative, engaging ways 

/ Prioritise development of venues in the new Culture 
and Civic Quarter, such as Crewe History Centre, 
Crewe Heritage Centre, Crewe Market Hall, Library 
and Christ Church

/ Promote the cultural offer in Crewe town centre, 
driving footfall and positioning Crewe as a cultural 
destination

/ Improve physical design of built and open spaces 
through creative design solutions, public art and 
creative interventions, that reinforce a distinctive 
sense of place

/ Work with businesses to engage them in Crewe’s 
cultural vibrancy, through sponsorship, corporate 
volunteering and place branding

/ Promote creative use of unexpected, pop up and 
temporary venues to improve high street retail, 
leisure and cultural mix

/ Adopt a collaborative, co-ordinated and strategic 
approach to funding applications to attract 
increased investment into Crewe’s cultural offer

6



The success of the strategy will 
depend on a number of things, namely 
collaboration, cooperation and 
connection. This is cannot be delivered 
by any single organisation but will 
require the efforts of many.

Collaboration 
Creating opportunities for organisations to collaborate 
in order to stimulate, incubate and showcase creative 
economies in and around Crewe 

Cooperation 
Aggregating the potential of people, organisations 
and enterprises to deliver greater leverage, influence 
and outcomes

Connection 
Integrating and combining contributions that make 
explicit connections between the creative ecology 
and economic growth. Cultural activity can provide 
opportunities for engagement with communities 
for regeneration projects, which creates a sense 
of ownership. 

A Cultural Strategy for Crewe 2019-29 12

MAKING IT HAPPEN

Photo: trAction Crewe 2018
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Delivery of the cultural strategy will be 
overseen by a core cultural strategy group. 
This group will be made up of representatives 
of key cultural organisations plus 
representatives from business, education, 
voluntary and health sectors.

This group will seek to become constituted in its own right, in 
order to pursue funding opportunities independently of any one 

organisation.

A wider Crewe Cultural Network will be established, open 
to any interested person or organisation in the Town. This 

wider group will hold twice yearly network events to 
receive updates on progress from the Strategy Group 

and to discuss common interests.

The Strategy Group will be co-ordinated by members on a 
rotating basis each year. Initially this co-ordination will be 
provided by Cheshire East Council.

GOVERNANCE

Photo: trAction Crewe 2019, Peter Robinson
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A more collaborative, strategic 
approach to funding should 
be pursued. The profile of 
Crewe as a town with immense 
potential will be articulated to 
main strategic funding bodies, 
such as Arts Council England 
and National Lottery Heritage 
Fund. The Strategy Group 
should identify key funding 
opportunities, within the 
context of the Cultural Strategy 
to ensure a consistent message 
and prevent duplication and 
competition. 

FUNDING

Photo: Chalk It Up 2017



Appendix
Action 
Plan

The Action Plan will be reviewed and 
updated at every Cultural Forum meeting, 
with members responsible for holding 
each other to account for the progress of 
their allotted actions. This document is 
correct as of end of July 2019.

Photo: trAction Crewe 2019, Peter Robinson
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ACTION PLAN

ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Develop Learning and Engagement Programme at 
Crewe 

Increased opportunities for young people to 
experience culture and understand potential 
career routes

Crewe Lyceum From November 
2018–ongoing

Expand the creative industries programme to 
reach more young people and provide a wider 
range of art form experiences including digital

Young people facing challenges are given 
opportunities to experience creative industries 
and develop pathways into work

CEC Cultural Economy 
team and Mako

Programme to begin 
September 2019

Embed participation programmes in strategic 
events programme.

Increased work experience opportunities and 
volunteer capacity

Crewe Town Council. Ongoing

Engage with schools to develop cultural 
champions in staff and pupils 

More engagement and careers opportunities, and 
curriculum links

Library, Cheshire 
College South and 
West, CEC Economic 
Development, ANSA, 
Crewe Pledge, Cheshire 
and Warrington LEP

Ongoing

Ensure ongoing consultation with young people 
by embedding this in the strategy by engaging 
with the Crewe Young People’s Engagement 
working group

Young people are constantly prioritised and the 
strategy is up to date

Cultural Strategy group 
and CEC Partnerships 
and Communities

Autumn 2019

Investigate establishment of a Cultural Education 
Partnership

Improved joint working and profile of cultural 
education

CEC Cultural Economy 
team working with 
Curious Minds

Report on options 
by December 2019

Outcome 1 Young people will have a strong sense of cultural identity, have opportunities  
to develop skills and pathways into work and showcase talent
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Develop Fundraising Strategy and Fundraising 
working group

Develop Fundraising Strategy and Fundraising 
working group

CCEC Cultural 
Economy team

To be reviewed at 
each Forum meeting

Engage other key stakeholders, especially 
employers e.g. Leighton Hospital, Mornflake, 
Bentley, Crewe Alexandra FC, Virgin Trains

Large employers have a say in the cultural 
strategy which increases staff wellbeing. 
Possibility of case studies to evidence benefits of 
cultural engagement.

CEC Growth and 
Prosperity, South Cheshire 
Chamber of Commerce, 
Cultural Forum

Now

Explore mentoring/partnership with other similar 
towns who have developed similar groups and 
strategies e.g Doncaster and Knowsley

Peer learning and strategic touring opportunities CEC Cultural Economy 
team

Winter 2019

Crewe Lyceum will programme relevant, diverse 
works of differing genres and artforms, working in 
partnership with other cultural organisations e.g. 
Cheshire Rural Touring Arts, Northern Ballet

Audiences will have an increased and broadened 
cultural offer including high quality, challenging 
and contemporary works

Crewe Lyceum Ongoing

Culture will be considered as part of the place 
branding exercise

The importance of culture to Crewe will be 
incorporated into the place brand

Crewe Town Council 
and South Chamber 
Cheshire of Commerce

Autumn 2019

Whole town creative engagement programme Involve local people 
Raise aspiration develop sense of local pride and 
achievement

CEC Cultural Economy 
team with support from 
all partners

Winter 2019

Cross promotion of activities (using existing 
channels such as Chamber magazine) 

Raise profile of activities and programmes Cultural Forum Potential channels 
identified May 2019

Develop Crewe Cultural Network and host 2 
annual meetings

Encourage wider engagement in and ownership 
of Culture

Cultural Forum Winter 2019

Outcome 2 Crewe will have a new cultural confidence and distinctiveness

ACTION PLAN
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Further develop Crewe Heritage Centre as a 
successful visitor attraction

More residents and visitors will have the 
opportunity to learn about Crewe’s heritage 

Crewe Heritage Centre 
and CEC Cultural 
Economy team

Ongoing

Crewe Heritage Working Group to develop a 
workplan to celebrate Crewe’s heritage around 
the town

Local volunteers will lead heritage-based 
initiatives to celebrate Crewe’s heritage widely

Crewe Heritage Working 
Group

Strategy drafted and 
result of workplan 
under development

Progress History Centre plans Attract more people to Crewe, raise the profile of 
the area, provide a new home for local Archives, 
engage with local communities

CEC Cultural Economy 
team and Cheshire 
Archives and Local 
Studies service

National Lottery 
Heritage Fund 
application 
submitted by May 
2019 and outcome 
expected September 
2019

Strategic events to be rooted in and inspired 
by Crewe’s distinctive heritage and reflect local 
cultural diversity

Heritage is a core source of inspiration for 
strategic events which engages all sections of 
society and promotes community cohesion

Crewe Town Council 
and all

Ongoing

Outcome 3 Crewe’s unique history and heritage will be celebrated,  
promoted and protected for the future

ACTION PLAN
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Support the Artist in Residence programme 
at Lyceum theatre to develop local artistic 
companies

Local cultural organisations will develop their 
practice and organisational resilience

Lyceum Theatre Ongoing – two 
companies now in 
residence (Dope 
Maler Performance 
Company and 
Platform Theatre)

Crewe Library will act as a digital skills hubs 
through programming and staff development 
opportunities e.g. Lego clubs, VR experienced, 
Code Clubs, BBC Micro:bits, Google funding

Residents will have more opportunities to 
experience digital arts and develop digital skills in 
a supported manner. 

Crewe Library Ongoing

Digital skills for young people to be developed 
through creative industries programme

More young people will understand the career 
opportunities available in Crewe in the digital sector

CEC Cultural Economy 
team and Mako

From September 
2019

Offer peer support and networking events for the 
creative and digital sector 

Creative digital professionals in Crewe will have 
an increased opportunity to learn from each other

South Cheshire 
Chamber of Commerce 
and CEC Economic 
Development

Action plan by 
Autumn 2019 and 
programme to begin 
2020

Research models of Creative incubation / Digital 
hub for Crewe – desk research from existing 
research as a thought piece to develop into an 
action plan and feasibility study

Further support of digital industries, including 
encouragement of physical location of 
organisations and companies in Crewe

CEC Economic 
Development

Spring 2020

Cultural Forum partners will prefer to commission 
their creative work from local creative 
organisations, as far as possible and appropriate

The local creative sector will be supported by 
increased opportunities, leading to sector growth

All Ongoing

Outcome 4 Crewe will have a strong and sustainable creative and digital sector

ACTION PLAN
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

All cultural programmes in Crewe will include 
participation opportunities for targeted groups

Residents who often experience challenges to 
cultural participation will benefit from increased 
opportunities 

All Ongoing

Launch Young Ambassadors programme at the 
Lyceum 

More young people will benefit from quality 
volunteering opportunities and become cultural 
ambassadors for the town

Crewe Lyceum Programme 
launched and 
starting in 
September 2019

Develop a community board with wide ranging 
representatives to advise the Cultural Forum

Local community voice will be better positioned 
and the group actions will be more representative 
of the Crewe population. Local people will benefit 
from volunteering opportunities. 

CEC Cultural Economy 
team, Crewe Town 
Council and CVS 
Cheshire

Autumn 2019

Arts and Culture are considered as part of the 
refreshed Crewe Community Plan

Residents benefit from increased ownership of 
and participation in arts and cultural activities at a 
community level

Crewe Town Council 
and CVS Cheshire

Completed by 
Autumn 2019

Dance for Health (Cheshire Dance) to find a way 
of sustaining activity

Improved physical and mental health CEC Cultural Economy 
and Public Health 
teams/Cheshire Dance

 By April 2020

Develop Community choir offer Improved mental health Lyceum Launched and 
ongoing

Outcome 5 The transformational role of culture in promoting positive health and wellbeing will be 
well recognised

ACTION PLAN
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Encourage creative industries to locate in 
the new Market development for permanent, 
temporary or pop up stalls, including youth 
markets, makerspaces, art and craft studios and 
exhibitions

Crewe will have a more diverse town centre offer 
which benefits residents and shoppers as well as 
offering increased commercial opportunities for 
the creative industries

CEC Regeneration 
team and the new 
market operator once 
appointed

Now until Market 
reopens in June 
2020

Ensure the Cultural Forum is involved in key 
regeneration schemes e.g. Future High Streets 
bid, Public Realm strategy, Market Hall, Royal 
Arcade, Local Area Plan for the Station Hub

Culture and quality design will be prioritised in all 
developments in Crewe

CEC Cultural Economy 
and Regeneration teams 
and all

Ongoing

Continue to develop plans for new uses of vacant 
buildings e.g. Christ Church, empty shops

Increased and diversified usage of town centre to 
increase footfall and pride

Christ Church: Diocese of 
Chester with support from 
Crewe Town Council and 
CEC Cultural Economy 
team/ Empty shops: 
Crewe Town Council 
and Castlefield Gallery 
with support from CEC 
Cultural Economy team

Ongoing

Engage local businesses with cultural events by 
participation and sponsorship

Local businesses will understand the importance 
of cultural activity to their staff and residents, and 
events will have more budget to increase quality

South Cheshire Chamber 
of Commerce and Crewe 
Town Council with 
support from Design 
Office and CEC Growth 
and Prosperity and 
Cultural Economy teams

Ongoing

Outcome 6 Crewe will be a culturally vibrant place, where culture and creativity are at the heart of 
its economic success and appeal

ACTION PLAN
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ACTION OUTCOME LEAD BODY TIMESCALE

Actively seek external funding opportunities which 
will support the work of the Cultural Strategy, 
e.g. Architectural Heritage Fund, National Lottery 
Heritage Fund, HS2 Cultural Fund, Arts Council 
England, National Lottery Community Fund

Increased investment into culture and heritage in 
Crewe to drive regeneration, increase quality and 
participation 

All Meeting held with 
major funders in 
May 2019 and 
conversations are 
ongoing

Develop positive, mutually beneficial relationship 
with media partners in Crewe 

Increased promotion and marketing of cultural 
activity, helping to drive footfall and to position 
Crewe as a creative place and a cultural destination

Cultural Forum Throughout 2019

Create boilerplate for Cultural Forum and Cultural 
Strategy to be used by all partners on future 
communications

Consistent message to feed into all projects and 
development schemes

CEC Communications, 
Crewe Town Council 
through their place 
branding work

By August 2019

Built heritage assets will be protected and 
celebrated through local listing, blue plaque 
schemes and more (as identified in A Heritage 
Strategy for Crewe)

Crewe’s built heritage will be maintained, 
preserved, improved, protected and celebrated

Crewe Heritage Working 
Group

Ongoing

Keep abreast of projects and developments which 
the Cultural Forum could influence, e.g. develop a 
response to the Local Area Plan for Station Hub, 
letter of support to Crewe Town Council regarding 
the Heritage Strategy, letter of support for Crewe 
Town Council for landlords considering artist 
studio schemes

Crewe Cultural Forum becomes a key influencer 
within the town to promote culture and heritage

Cultural Forum Ongoing

ACTION PLAN

Outcome 6 continued
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Questions? Please contact  
creweculturalforum@cheshireeast.gov.uk


